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Abstract [en]

Purpose â “ Target of this study is to develop a social media framework, the
essential â œingredientâ for a social media concept for the destination Usedom.
The following question is in the centre of this investigations attention:Â How to
create awareness and dialogue by using Social Media for the destination Usedom
taking into account the new Usedom Welcome Visitor Centre that will be open
2011?
Methodology/approach â “ Mainly, an observational approach as research
method is used to answer the research question, collecting empirical data not by
questioning respondents, but by observing different forms of activity. Writing
about social media, to use the Internet for observational research is natural and
can be further enhanced due to the accessibility and retrieval of information and
cross-validation of the information available from several sources.

Findings â “ Social media marketing eliminates the middlemen and provides
destinations with the unique opportunity to have a direct relationship with their
customers. In todayâ ™s knowledge-society where
people want to engage â “ want to be active â “ want to create content on
their own
people talk: online and offline - positive or negative â “ with or without the
destination
NOT participating is NO option. In case of the isle of Usedom, the Social media
concept should be of listening and outreach character. As a holistic marketing
approach where â œeverything mattersâ is needed for destinations, online and
offline activities need each other. In addition to social media marketing even
search engine optimisation, ad words and target mails are important tools for a
successful online strategy.
Research limitations/implications â “ Most important is the time limitation. The
validity period is limited. A Social Media framework of today is not the social
media framework of the future. Social media is changing rapidly. New channels
appear - others disappear. Moreover, another limitation is the subjectivity: the
author of this study observes the Internet in accordance to the research question
and allocates a sample pursuant to her knowledge and experience.
Practical implications â “ Aside from the destinationsâ ™ website being adapted
by social media elements, Facebook serves as ideal tool to nurture relationships
between the customer and the destination by being creative, honest and
assessing competitors as partners. As one of the easiest and most versatile social
networks for professionals today, Facebook is a profile and presence aggregator,
channelling all online activity through one main hub and combining almost every
online social tool that can be used.
Originality/value â “ Targeting the destination Usedom, but also being applicable
for other German tourist destinations, this study provides both: a theoretical and
with ideas filled framework to create awareness and dialogue by using social
media as complement to traditional marketing activities. Being the first
investigation that has been done for the destination Usedom in the field of social
media, this study aims to inspire other tourist destinations as well as students to
learn about social media and to further investigate in this field.Â
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